SOLAR + STORAGE: A GUIDE
FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
This SolSmart Issue Brief was developed by The Cadmus Group.

BACKGROUND

C

ommunity interest in solar energy coupled with
storage is increasing, as storage technology rapidly
becomes more cost effective and its benefits are
more broadly recognized. Energy storage is an emerging
technology that provides several services through the
accumulation and discharge of electricity. The term energy
storage includes thermal, mechanical, and electrochemical
(battery) storage technologies. While mechanical storage
comprises the largest share of installed capacity in the
U.S., capacity additions since 2003 have been almost
exclusively battery storage.1 Battery storage has thus
received strong interest from communities and the
market at large, both as an independent technology and
coupled with solar PV to create solar + storage systems.

Since storage is a developing technology, local
governments may encounter challenges in deploying
storage. The energy landscape is constantly changing,
and policy processes must adapt to incorporate
new technologies. The SolSmart program can help
local governments learn more about solar + storage
opportunities and how to pursue them through
no-cost consultations and technical assistance
for storage feasibility assessments, among other
resources. Learn more at SolSmart.org.

This brief outlines:

1.

•

Benefits of solar and energy storage for the electric grid and local governments;

•

Uses of solar and energy storage by local governments;

•

How to understand the feasibility and economics of storage within a community;

•

Key elements to include in requests for proposals (RFPs) involving energy storage; and

•

Resources for communities interested in implementing solar and energy storage.

Energy Information Administration. May 2018. “U.S. Battery Storage Market Trends.” https://www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/electricity/batterystorage/
pdf/battery_storage.pdf
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USES AND BENEFITS

of Energy Storage

S

torage can be implemented in two different locations on the electric
grid, either front-of-the-meter (FTM) or behind-the-meter (BTM),
depending on the desired application.

FTM storage is typically deployed by utilities and is relevant to large-scale incorporation of storage to
provide grid services, though commercial buildings are beginning to employ it as well. These facilitate
both system resiliency and general system operation, and include:
•

Peak-load management: Storage can supply
energy to meet peak demands, thus easing
ramping requirements and the burden on “peaker
plants”2 employed to meet these demands.

•

Integration of intermittent generation: Intermittent
generation resources, such as solar PV, do not
necessarily produce electricity at times coincident
with demand. Energy storage allows generators
(e.g., utilities) to capture electricity as it is produced
and discharge when it is needed, thus enabling
further large-scale solar and wind development.

2.

•

Ancillary services: Ancillary services are those
necessary to support the transmission of electricity,
including frequency and voltage control. Storage
can release electricity to the grid and accept excess
electricity to regulate as supply and demand changes.

•

Transmission and distribution support: Storage
can provide demand management and congestion
relief. In some cases, this can lead to transmission
and distribution investment deferral.

•

Black start capability: In the event of an
outage, storage can supply electricity to
enable systems to get back online.

“Peaker plants” are electricity generation resources deployed during times of peak demand and are a form of dispatchable generation. These resources are often single
cycle gas turbines, diesel, or steam generators, which are costly, energy inefficient, and dirty, with emissions typically higher than those of baseload resources.
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BTM storage is most often implemented by communities and individual customers. It can be used to provide
some of the services of FTM storage while providing additional benefits to the consumer. These services often
aid in electric system resiliency and provide financial benefits through energy bill savings. BTM storage can:
•

Provide backup power to supply critical loads:
Critical loads are electrical loads in a facility that are
considered essential in the event of an outage and
for which power should not be interrupted. Critical
loads vary by location and facility function, but may
include refrigerators, medical devices, computer
systems, and HVAC for sensitive populations (e.g., the
elderly). In the event of a grid outage, energy storage
ensures power supply is maintained to these loads.

•

Enable distributed generation during outages:
Storage enables solar PV and other distributed
generation (e.g., combined heat and power) to
function independent of the grid during outages,
which is known as “islanding.” Without storage,
distributed generation resources must be shut
down due to their grid connectivity to ensure
the safety of those working to restore power.

•

Integrate with emergency management plans:
Backup power and facility islanding are invaluable
resources in the event of an emergency in which
a power outage is sustained. Facilities equipped
with energy storage can be integrated into
emergency management plans as community
shelters or emergency dispatch locations.

•

Produce cost savings: Storage can produce cost
savings through energy arbitrage and demand-charge
reduction, where applicable. Electricity costs can
be incurred through both volumetric charges and
demand charges. Volumetric charges are associated
with the quantity of energy used (i.e., $/kWh). Where

volumetric charges vary by time of day, arbitrage
can be utilized, charging storage when costs are
low and discharging for use when costs are higher,
producing savings. Demand charges are additional
fees based on peak power usage during a billing
period ($/kW). Depending on the utility, power
is measured during 15- or 30-minute intervals.
Utilizing storage can “shave off” power required by
buildings during their time of highest usage, thus
reducing associated demand charges. Demand
charges are often a part of commercial bills, and
thus may be included in municipal utility charges.
•

Generate revenue: Implementation of storage may
enable participation in utility-sponsored demand
response and ancillary service programs for revenue.

•

Support progress toward climate and energy
goals: When coupled with solar PV, storage
can support renewable energy target goals by
maximizing energy use from solar arrays. Storage
can store excess electricity generated during the
day for night use, as well as smooth impacts from
variation in solar irradiation, such as cloud cover.
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Summary of Storage Benefits and Services
Storage Location

Benefits

Front of Meter

Resiliency

• Black-start capability during outages

Electric Grid Operation
& Maintenance

• Ancillary services
• Demand management
• Peak load management

Resiliency

• Provide backup power
• Utilize PV during outages
• Integrate with emergency management

Renewable Energy Goals

•
•
•
•

Bill Impacts

• Cost savings from energy arbitrage and/or
demand charge reduction

Electric Grid Operation
& Maintenance

• Enable participation in ancillary service and
demand response programs

Behind the Meter

Services

Maximize energy use from solar arrays
Reduce grid energy consumption
Reduce electricity use from “peaker plants”
Replace diesel generators for backup power

INSTALLATION

Types and Examples

T

he following examples are included to outline the benefits and uses of storage in practice and help
communities to understand how storage may be applicable in their specific context. The installation
scenarios outlined here include:
•

single facility solar + storage

•

group purchase solar + storage

•

solar retrofit for storage

•

multi-technology

•

storage only

Information on additional projects can be found on the U.S. Department of Energy Global Energy Storage Database3 and Clean
Energy Group Resilient Power Project web pages.4

3.
4.

https://www.energystorageexchange.org/projects
https://www.cleanegroup.org/ceg-projects/resilient-power-project/map
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SINGLE FACILITY
Solar + Storage
Communities may wish to outfit a single facility (e.g., community center, fire station, hospital) with
solar + storage. This is beneficial for peak load management, emissions reduction, and creation of shelters
or dispatch centers in the event of an emergency.

SunSmart Emergency Shelters Program (Various Locations, FL)
Over 100 public schools across Florida have been
equipped with solar + storage technology through a
partnership between the University of Central Florida
and the Florida Energy Office. Schools often serve as
emergency shelters for 100-500 people per site during
natural disasters. Each school is outfitted with a 10 kW
solar PV array and a 40 kWh lead acid battery storage
that enables lights and electric outlets to be powered
in the event of an outage. During regular operations,

the solar array can charge the battery and sell power
to the grid, producing an estimated savings of over
$1500 per year per school. Additionally, the systems
serve as an educational tool, teaching students about
energy, the environment, and disaster preparedness.
Read More.

Group Purchase Solar + Storage

Solar group purchase programs, also known as
Solarize programs, enable small-scale solar cost
negotiation by aggregating homeowner buying
power and helping promote the deployment of
distributed solar. Incorporation of storage with
these projects can improve their resiliency and
provide additional benefits associated with storage.
Group purchases of storage are a relatively new
development, and residential solar economics differ
from those of commercial systems. Thus, there
are limited examples of this model to date, though
reference RFPs and other resources are available.
Additionally, community engagement with local
utilities can generate group opportunities for
storage implementation.

5.

“Peaker plants” are electricity generation resources deployed during times of peak demand and are a form of dispatchable generation. These resources are often single
cycle gas turbines, diesel, or steam generators, which are costly, energy inefficient, and dirty, with emissions typically higher than those of baseload resources.
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Green Mountain Power (VT)
Green Mountain Power (GMP) is the largest electric utility in Vermont, serving
approximately 265,000 customers. In 2016, GMP entered into a partnership with Tesla and SunCommon,
a Vermont-based residential solar installer, to offer a residential storage option via the Tesla Powerwall
for a monthly fee or reduced one-time up-front cost. Program participants are eligible to have up
to two Powerwalls installed in their homes. The program is designed to provide backup power to
customers, enable use of solar arrays in the event of an outage, increase grid reliability by drawing
on the aggregate Powerwall capacity during peak times, and create capacity for future renewable
energy to be added to the grid. GMP was able to offer its residential consumers this program based
on the aggregate impact of many small solar + storage installations on its grid service and reliability.
Read More.

SOLAR

Retrofit for Storage

M

any solar installations are initially completed without storage integration. The retrofit of an existing solar
array with storage can enable off-grid capability and provide benefits associated with storage:

Sterling Municipal Light Dept. Energy Storage System (Sterling, MA)
In 2013, Sterling Municipal Light Department (SMLD) had
more installed solar watts per customer than any other
utility in the country, with solar accounting for 30% of peak
load. However, the variability of solar combined with high
solar penetration presented a problem for SMLD. To address
this issue, SMLD installed a 2 MW/3.9 MWh lithium-ion
battery storage system in 2016. The system provides cost
savings by charging using solar and discharging at peak
times, saving ratepayers at least $400,0000 per year.
This produces an estimated 2-year payback with grant

funding through the MA Community Energy Resilience
Initiative. (Had the grant not been secured, the payback
would have been seven years.) Additionally, the system
was designed for emergency management integration
and can provide up to 12 days of emergency backup
power to the police station and dispatch center.
Read More.
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Hartley Nature Center (Duluth, MN – SolSmart Gold Community)
Hartley Nature Center (HNC), a nonprofit education facility,
installed one of northern Minnesota’s first solar arrays in
2003. After power outages from a storm resulted in major
revenue loss from program cancellations, HNC explored the
integration of storage with required upgrades to the existing
solar system. The resulting 6 kW/14.2 kWh lithium-ion
battery system, installed in 2016, now enables HNC to serve
as an emergency community shelter and base of operations

for emergency response, as well as a demonstrative
educational tool for solar + storage. The system also
provides cost savings through demand charge reduction.
Read More.

MULTI-TECHNOLOGY

E

nergy storage can also be valuable in multi-technology applications such as microgrids, which operate in conjunction
with the larger electricity grid but can also function in isolation through islanding. Microgrids have community,
institutional, and residential applications that provide resiliency and renewable energy integration benefits:

Los Alamos Smart Grid Demonstration (Los Alamos, NM)
The Los Alamos Smart Grid Demonstration project,
completed in 2015, is the product of a partnership between
the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development
Organization (NEDO), the State Government of New Mexico,
and U.S. Department of Energy National Labs. This project
serves as a demonstration for the integration of large
quantities of renewable power (20-50% of demand) with the
existing electric grid, as well as a test bed for smart metering

and smart grid technologies. The microgrid supplies a residential
community with electricity, using a solar PV array at a capped
landfill, accompanied by a 1.8 MW/8.3 MWh sodium sulfur
battery system to regulate the system and provide backup power.
Read More.

Fort Collins Microgrid (Fort Collins, CO – SolSmart Gold Community)
The Fort Collins Microgrid project is part of a larger
“Zero Energy District” initiative in which a specific
part of Fort Collins seeks to produce as much energy
as it consumes. The objective is to reduce peak loads,
increase renewable penetration, and improve grid
reliability. Funded by the U.S. Department of Energy
and industry partners, the project involves multiple

customers including Larimer County, City of Fort Collins,
Colorado State University, and New Belgium Brewing, and
incorporates a combination of solar PV, microturbines,
combined heat and power, fuel cells, and thermal storage.
Read More.
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STORAGE ONLY
In some cases, a community may wish to purchase storage only, not couple it with distributed resources. This may be valuable for
providing backup power or recognition of cost savings through energy arbitrage or demand charge reduction, but not for
off-grid energy capabilities.

Long Island Bus Battery Energy Storage System (Long Island, NY)
Long Island Bus (LI Bus) operates a natural gas refueling station for its bus fleet, requiring three
600 HP electric compressors to refuel. A three-shift operation schedule was in place to avoid high
peak electric costs, though it increased administrative costs. In 2009, a 1 MW/6.5 MWh sodium
sulfur battery system was installed to power natural gas compressors for the LI Bus fleet. The
battery system helps reduce costs for LI Bus by charging at night when electricity rates are less
expensive, as well as eliminating the need for third-shift fueling operations. The battery system
also provides backup power to enable bus fueling as part of the regional emergency response.
Read More.

Shedd Aquarium (Chicago, IL – SolSmart Gold Community)
As one of the world’s largest aquariums, the Shedd Aquarium in Chicago generates substantial, 24/7
energy demands. In 2016, an energy storage system was installed at Shedd to deliver cost savings
through peak-shaving and energy arbitrage. The 1 MW/277 kWh battery is the largest lithium-ion
battery installed at an aquarium or zoo in the U.S. In addition to cost savings, it is part of the PJM grid
frequency regulation market and can provide backup power to the aquarium in the event of an outage.
Read More.
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UNDERSTANDING FEASIBILITY

S

pecifics of storage procurement and implementation vary based on location, due to differences in state and local regulations,
utility structure, and facility needs. Communities should discuss these particularities to account for variations in market
dynamics and ensure compliance with local codes. However, to gauge storage feasibility before generating an RFP, there are
several questions and considerations communities should address. Technical assistance for understanding feasibility is available to
communities through the SolSmart program (solsmart.org).

How do I want to use storage?
The desired purpose for and benefits from energy storage
should be clearly defined at the outset of pursuing a storage
installation. This is an important first step and critical to
determining the storage system design and associated costs.

How much storage do I need?
Communities should estimate the amount of storage they
need, based on the function of a storage system. Tools, such
as NREL’s ReOpt6 and San Francisco’s SolarResilient,7 can be
used to find optimal combinations of solar PV, storage, and
dispatch strategy to minimize the cost of electricity. The
ReOpt output recommends PV array size, battery power,

and battery capacity based on building load inputs. It also
provides an outage simulation to determine how long
loads could be met in the event of a grid disruption.

What are my critical loads?
When requesting storage for backup power, communities
will need to determine what loads are essential to facility
operations. Depending on the facility, the types of loads
and required energy will vary. Identifying critical loads is
an important step in determining the size of the storage
system required to meet facility needs. Key considerations
for identifying mission-critical functions and suggested
steps for critical load walkthrough audits are available
in guidance developed by the City of San Francisco.8

How is storage priced, and what are the associated costs?
As is the case for most mechanical equipment, storage
has both an installed cost, incorporating the sum of
one-time costs of equipment, installation, labor, and
permitting; and operations and maintenance (O&M)
costs, which are incurred on an annual basis as part
of general upkeep of the system. Both costs should be
considered when assessing system costs in their entirety.
Additionally, storage pricing can be evaluated on both a

power ($/kW) and energy ($/kWh) basis. Battery power
indicates how much power can flow through the battery
at a given time, while battery energy indicates how much
energy can be stored. The relevant cost depends on the
desired application of the battery, explained further in
the Procurement section. While storage costs vary by
application and technology, 2018 cost estimates for a range
of lithium ion battery applications are included ibelow.

FTM

BTM

Peaker
Replacement

Distribution

Microgrid

Commercial

Residential

Levelized Cost ($/MWh)

$268

$261

$346

$853

$950

Capital Cost ($/kWh)

$291

$283

$435

$576

$749

Capital Cost ($/kW)

$1,166

$2,266

$1,739

$1,152

$1,497

* Adapted from lazard.com
6.
7.
8.

http://reopt.nrel.gov
www.solarresilient.org
http://solarmarketpathways.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/sfe_ee_solar_storage_best_practices_guide.pdf, Page 9-11.
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COULD STORAGE

be a revenue source?

T

hough not a direct revenue source, solar + storage systems can create savings through net metering opportunities, where
excess electricity produced from solar PV is sold to the grid and credited to utility bills. If considering solar + storage,
communities should determine if their local utility offers net metering, and at what rate. Other revenue opportunities may
be available through utility or independent service operator (ISO) programs. Municipalities should inquire about such opportunities
when working to determine feasibility.

What is my current rate structure?
A community’s existing rate structure informs if cost
savings can be recognized through the addition of storage,
and which storage applications may provide the greatest
cost savings. Variable rate structures, specifically timeof-day (TOD) pricing, position communities to receive
energy arbitrage benefits. Communities that incur demand
charges could benefit from storage demand reduction
benefits. Lastly, communities subject to standby charges,
or charges incurred when a distributed generation
system experiences an outage and grid power must be
purchased, could utilize storage to reduce such charges.
Communities should consult with their local utility, or
other appropriate contact, to learn more about their local
rate structure and how energy storage may impact costs.

What are the policies on
grid interconnection?
Interconnection standards, or the policies regarding how
energy resources are to be connected to the grid, vary
by locale. Standards may not have clear provisions for

distributed energy storage, and a lack of clear, efficient
interconnection processes can add time and cost to
projects. Before beginning a project, communities should
research their applicable standards to discern if there
will be policy-related obstacles. Interconnection policies
could also affect the availability of particular storage
applications. For example, a system may be permitted
to provide backup power, but not to enable distributed
generation to operate independent of the grid.

Are programs available to
help finance my project?
To increase the proliferation of storage, many government,
nonprofit, and private entities offer grants, incentives, and
leasing models to aid in financial feasibility of projects.
Communities should determine if programs are available
to them, based on the desired application of the storage
system. Programs may include utility incentives, renewable
target programs, energy storage grant programs, microgrid
programs, and third-party financing. For opportunities in
your state, visit: dsireusa.org or request a consultation
with a SolSmart technical assistance provider.
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PROCUREMENT

C

ommunities wishing to pursue energy storage must clearly articulate their wants, needs, and requests in RFPs to elicit
detailed and specific responses from installers. When generating an RFP that includes storage, the ownership model will
have ramifications for the details included. The two ownership types are third-party ownership and direct ownership.
Third-party ownership is the predominant form of ownership, in which a third-party developer owns the system and therefore
assumes performance risks and responsibility for O&M. Alternatively, in direct ownership, the community owns the system and
then becomes responsible for these aspects. In the latter case, the community may wish to specify more detail in an RFP due to
the increased responsibility for operation and performance. More detail on ownership models is included in the table below.

Ownership Type
Outright

Capital
Costs?
Yes

Community owns the storage system
and assumes performance risks and
O&M responsibility

Community can apply
incentives to the purchase
and has access to savings and
revenue

Yes

Community makes payments on
the system over time but retains
ownership. The community assumes
performance risks and O&M
responsibility

Community can apply
incentives to the purchase
and has access to savings and
revenue

No

The system is owned and financed
by a third party, but the community
receives the benefits of lower utility
bills and/or backup power

Third party receives financial
incentives and any resulting
revenue

No

The leasing entity owns and installs
the system, and the customer remits
scheduled payments for use of the
system (i.e. “renting” the system)

Third party receives financial
incentives and any resulting
revenue

No

The system is owned and financed by a
Third party receives financial
third party, and the customer agrees to
incentives and any resulting
purchase the power generated by the
revenue
system at a discounted, fixed price

Direct
Ownership
Loan

Shared
Savings
Agreement

Third-Party
Ownership

Lease

Power
Purchase
Agreement
(PPA)

Description

Incentives/
Revenue
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Regardless of the ownership model, general guidelines for elements to include in RFPs are outlined below, followed by references to
additional resources with more detail on the procurement process.
•

•

Clearly outline the need and reasons for pursuing
storage. Communities should describe any goals,
such as resiliency, emissions reduction, or cost
savings. Modes of use should also be included.
Because batteries are optimized for either power
applications (e.g., frequency regulation) or energy
applications (e.g., peak shifting, backup power),
this allows responses to outline the systems that
are designed to meet desired objectives.
Identify loads and desired system capacity.
Inclusion of critical loads and average loads
to provide the targeted number of systems or
capacity, when possible, ensures that responses
address a system of appropriate size.

Category
Total Installed Battery Cost
Battery O&M Costs
Battery Brand
Nameplate Capacity
Rating
System
Configuration
Chemistry
Battery Warranty
Roundtrip Efficiency
Critical Load Fraction
Time Critical Load Served

•

Request qualification of installers. Qualification
requests aid in establishing the experience and
track record of installers. When generating an RFP
for solar + storage, it is important to specifically
ask for qualifications of both the solar and storage
installers, as many solar installers subcontract
for the storage portion of the project.

•

Request storage technology information. This
allows the installer to explain why they suggested
the technology included in their proposal.

•

Request storage-specific cost information.
Requesting specific cost- and system-related
information enables comparison between RFP
responses. Suggested elements to include in
this request are included in the table below.

UNIT
$/kW, $/kWh
$/kW/year, $/kWh/year
--kW
kWh or Ah
AC- Coupled, DC-Coupled,
or Site Dependent/TBD
--Years
%
%
Hours

* Adapted from Solarize Plus Storage Guidance (2016), NY Solar Smart DG Hub

When incorporating storage into existing solar PV systems, communities should additionally:
•

Request an evaluation of existing PV equipment
to determine compatibility with a storage
retrofit. The evaluation should also outline if
there are limited options due to equipment age,
condition, or compatibility, and if any conditions
may incur additional/abnormal costs.

•

Review warranties on existing PV equipment to
ensure the energy storage system will not void any
existing warranties.

•

Refer to NY Solar Smart Resilient PV Retrofit and
Storage Ready Guidelines.
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The following resources provide more detail on storage procurement processes:
•

•

Procurement Guidance Documents for Municipalities
| Clean Energy States Alliance: Provides a detailed
template for RFPs that may be of use for communities
desiring to own storage systems. The “Energy
Storage Procurement Matrix” contained in the
document provides a useful, detailed summary.
https://www.cesa.org/assets/2016-Files/EnergyStorage-Procurement-Guidance-Document.pdf
Guidance Memo for Including Storage in Community
Solarize Programs | Sustainable CUNY: Outlines RFP
recommendations for group solar + storage projects.

•

Procurement Guidance for Energy Storage
Projects: Help with RFIs, RFQs, and RFPs
| Clean Energy States Alliance:
Webinar
Slides

•

NY Solar Map Resource Landing Page | Sustainable
CUNY: Provides several resources developed for NY
including cast studies, introduction to storage,
and installation processes.

Achieving SolSmart Designation Using Energy Storage
Installing solar technologies and energy storage can provide a number of resiliency and cost savings opportunities
for communities, and systems can be designed to meet a community’s specific needs. These installations can help
communities achieve designation under the SolSmart program, which has recognized over 250 communities for
making it faster, easier, and more affordable to go solar.
Energy storage can support achievement of the SolSmart designation under the following credits:
•

GO-4: Conduct feasibility analysis for solar PV on local government facilities and/or local governmentcontrolled land.

•

GO-8: Install solar PV plus storage on local government facilities and/or local government-controlled
land.

For more information about how the SolSmart program can help communities meet their solar and energy storage
objectives, visit SolSmart.org.
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